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Abstract -In the real life scenarios usage of single modal 
biometrics are significantly getting increased but due to spoof 
attacks , data quality and the noise, these factors are 
degrading the performance of single modal biometrics. In this 
aspect multimodal biometrics are being used but these are 
very cost effective due to fusion of different traits as a single 
trait. And this multimodal biometrics is also an huge process 
which doesn’t suits for the small applications like attendance 
or for checkin  or checkout or  security lock for mobiles etc . 
In these situations providing the security for those 
applications by fusion of  two or more features of a single trait 
as one feature. This type of fusion can be done at feature level 
or score level or at decision level etc. By the fusion of different 
features performance and accuracy levels are high compared 
to access of individual features in a single trait. This method 
helps in reducing the cost, providing the authentication in 
identifying the legitimate user and  also ensures to access the 
user requesting services. These system can provide security to 
access the buildings, computer laptops, mobile phones and 
ATM’s etc. 

Keywords – Authentication, Features, Fusion, single modal 
biometrics. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Security is the main factor in any area of the current 
society. Traditionally security is gained by the username 
and password or by the id cards which restricts the access 
of the system. But the passwords are getting hacked by the 
hackers and easy password are easy to guess and difficult 
passwords are difficult to remember by the authorized users 
and the id cards are morphed by the impostors. To address 
these problems biometrics played a very prominent role 
helps in providing the authentication to legitimate user[4]. 
By certain psychological and behavioral traits of a person 
helps in biometric identification and verification. 
Identification refers to one to many relationship whether he 
is an authenticated[5] person or not and the verification 
refers to the one to one relationship to know whether the 
data is belonging to particular person or not. These 
identification and verification phases are chosen according 
to the requirement[6]. Biometric helps in identifying “ Who 
are you?” rather than “What you possess?” which is done 
on the ID cards. 
Biometric systems make use of finger prints [1], iris , hand, 
palm,[14] DNA, voice etc traits are being used inorder to 
find out the authenticated person. These traits are used 
according to  the situations and security levels[8,9]. These 
are difficult to lose ,forge, spoof and hack the biometric 
data and also overcomes all the difficulties of traditional 
methods like cost, reduces the large database storage of 

passwords, remembrance of passwords for different 
applications. Traditionally different passwords are used to 
secure the different applications in this aspect the users has 
to remember too many passwords which leads to headache 
and wastage of the memory in the database and the user 
always has to do the data mining because in order to 
retrieve the right password and to open the application. In 
this scenario according to the human’s psychology they 
will keep the same password for different applications, if 
the hacker knows one password he can hack the data of the 
different applications. The main limitations of the 
traditional method are : 
 Cost of data storage.
 Remembering the huge number of passwords .
 Consumption of time to reset the password.
 Loss of data by forging ID cards and passwords.
In the first limitation the traditional methods are very much 
cost effective as the passwords reset and recollecting the 
passwords makes more than two hits to the database which 
makes in increasing of the cost. And the second limitation 
is remembering the huge number of passwords makes the 
user to get confused and feel tensed this may also leads to 
different health problems. And the third limitation is time 
factor which very important concept as traditional methods 
take lot of time whether to recollect or reset the passwords . 
In that duration the user can complete two or more works 
and can save the time. And the last limitation is loss of data 
which indicates the loss of security now a days hackers are 
using different techniques to hack the user’s private data. In 
order to addresses these problems effectively biometrics 
plays an prominent role which leads to increases the users 
convenience and also can use different traits as passwords 
for different applications and also it eradicates the of 
recollecting the password. Biometric templates are created 
at enrollment time and these intervention are based on the 
users requirement, templates[15] are get stored in the 
database for further use for identification or for verification 
and this leads to two different problems with two different 
inherent complexities. Biometric are get deployed in many 
civilian applications for example, At Amsterdam airport 
passengers iris get scanned at the enrollment phase and 
used in passport and visa verification to speed up the 
process[8,9]. These scanned code is given in users identity 
card where the passengers are used at the entrance and here 
is send for the verification where the passenger has to see 
in to camera where the iris get scanned and code get 
generated. This iris code is used for comparison of already 
registered iris code which was stored in database during the 
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enrollment phase and the person get identified whether he/ 
she is an original passenger or fraud. Same procedure is get 
carried out for the workers in the airport to check whether  
the particular worker is an valid employee or not. 
Simple biometric system has four modules: 
1. Sensor module : 

In this module sensor captures the image of biometric 
data. For  example fingerprint[1] impressions of the 
user is captured by the finger print sensor. 

2. Feature Extraction module : 
The minutiae points size, orientation and position are 
get extracted in this level if we consider the finger 
print . In this level features of each and every trait get 
extracted and send to further process. 

3. Matching module : 
The minutiae points which was extracted from query is 
compared with the minutiae points of already 
registered template [15]by generating matching score. 

4. Decision – Making module: 
The user is accepted or rejected is decided in this phase 
based on the matching score. 
 

The above process is carried out for every biometric trait 
and also it also applicable for fusion of biometric traits. 
Providing the security for small applications by finger and 
palm print[14] etc. In this paper, we made analysis on 
traditional methods like passwords and ID cards etc and 
their drawbacks, how the biometrics are addressing the 
problem of traditional methods and internal process of the 
biometrics We will design an example for proposed  
process with help of finger print and face recognition 
systems later the proposed scheme can be applicable for 
fusion of palm, iris, face or other kinds of biometric 
recognition systems. The rest of the paper is organized as 
follows. Section 2 analyzes the detail description of 
fingerprint recognition system. Section 3 states different 
fusion methods in different phases. Section 4 Shows an 
example for gaining the high level security with the help of 
fusion of different features from single trait and finally 
Section 5 concludes the paper . 

 
2. DETAIL ANALYSIS ON FINGERPRINT RECOGNITION 

SYSTEM: 
In biometric traits, fingerprint recognition system is very 
important trait as it provides high level reliability and the 
fingerprint[2] indicates the ridges flow and the tip of the 
finger these features provide the authentication and they are 
widely used in criminal’s investigation by experts[5,6]. 
Fingerprints varies from one individual to another 
individual and also it will not be same with other fingers of 
the same individual[2].  There are some anomalies in the  
fingerprint tip by changing the  position and orientation of 
the finger[10] matching is being performed. These 
anomalies are termed as minutiae and these minutiae lays 
on the ridges which are unique from one person to another 
person. 
Now days  sensors are embedded in the laptops mouse and 
keyboards etc, in this aspect very small contact area is 
being selected from the finger tip , its senses only limited 
portion from the fingerprint images[12] so it generates a 

high complicated problems as it does not read the full 
images. When at the registration phase the full image is get 
scanned but this embedded sensors only partial portion this 
may leads to false rejection error it may tell the valid user 
as the invalid user. In order to avoid this problem fusion 
mechanism[16] are being implemented additionally it also 
provides the high accuracy rate. 
 
2.1 NECESSITY OF MULTI REPRESENTATION  
1. COST:  
By considering the whole trait all the features must get 
extracted and verified at the authentication this leads to 
high computation cost. 
2. Time: 
It requires lots of time to handle the whole trait either for 
authentication or for verification. In this aspect excess of 
time may be taken for processing speed may be reduced. 
3. False Rejection/ False Acceptance 
If there is any cut or any wound on the finger it takes an 
authenticated user as  an invalid user or chance of accepting 
the unauthenticated as an valid user because the template 
resembles as template of another user. It may result in loss 
of security. 
4. Computational speed 
Due to extraction of all features and verifying all the 
features every time may result in loss of speed of the 
system. 
These vulnerabilities are  handled by different types of 
fusion[17] .Let us discuss different fusion levels in detail.  
 

3. DIFFERENT TYPES OF FUSION LEVELS 
Fusion is a technique which integrates the information of 
single biometric trait[13] or by two or more traits[3]. This 
fusion can be performed at various levels. 
 Fusion at Image acquisition level. 
 Fusion at feature level. 
 Fusion at score level  
 Fusion at decision level. 
 
1. Fusion at Image acquisition level: 
Fusion is performed after getting an images from the sensor 
or any other devices, either it may be an two different traits 
or the different images from the single trait. After the 
fusion preprocessing is done from the fused image and then 
it continues the remaining process fig1. 

 
FIG 1:    Image acquisition level fusion 

2. Fusion at Feature extraction level : 
The data from the different traits or different data of the 
single trait get extracted from the sensors and then features 
get extracted these features from different sources get fused 
and performs the remaining process fig 2. 
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FIG 2:    Feature level fusion 

 

 
FIG 3:    Matching level fusion 

 
Fig 4: Decision level  fusion 

 
 

3. Fusion at matching Level: 
The system give the similar score by indicating the 
proximity of the input with the query image and to gain the 
veracity these scores get fused which are extracted from 
different sensors or different traits or different input from 
the same trait these help in reducing the FAR and FRR 
errors fig3. 
4. Fusion at Decision Level: 
At this level each and every decision get noted which was 
generated from different biometric [3,13]sources from the 
individual process and majority votes policy are taken to 
make a final decision on the basis of decisions like accept 
or  reject fig 4 . 
Security is highly gained by these different fusion 
techniques but opting the apt fusion technique leads to 
enhance the accuracy level in finding the authenticated 

user. Spoofing of the template[14] due to considering the 
whole texture if any feature is known to the intruder the 
data can be easily hacked. These type of problems are 
avoided by our proposed system. 
 

4.PROPOSED TEMPLATE PROTECTION BY FUSION 
 In the proposed system template security is gained through 
fusion of texture and ridges. In this scenario first the user 
has to get registered with some specified primary details 
and these are get verified and get handled accurately. At the 
time of registration the finger print of the authenticated user 
get enrolled. This enrolled template get preprocessed and 
extract the features at that time only fusion must be 
performed. For extraction of the ridges using the Hough 
transformation and for extraction of the texture using SFTA 
algorithm i.e. Segmentation-based Fractal Texture 
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Analysis. Extracting the features from the finger use the 
function as  
             sfta(I,nt) 
Where I is the input gray scale image and nt is the size if 
the feature vector and it returns the 1 by 6*nt vector. 
                I= imread(‘fig.png’) 
               V=sfta(I,4) 
In this process the input image is extracted and was 
decomposed into different set of binary images and the 
segmented texture[11] patterns are derived from the fractal 
dimensions of the resulting regions of the processed image. 
And the ridges are get extracted using Hough 
transformation after the fusion of these two features 
random triangles are get generated using the random 
function and hashing is done on the fused points in the 
triangle. If there are five points the hash value is written as 

5 and get binarized as 111110000 and this binary get stored 
in to the database. 
After the authentication phase when the user get verified 
and termed as authenticated user or not by one to one 
technique by undergoing whole process and finally 
computed binary value get verified with the enrolled binary 
value if they got matched user is an authenticated one or 
else user is an unauthenticated user. By this proposed 
system time can be saved and cost can be minimized as the 
system process only on single trait no need to require 
different devices as in the multi model system. Gaining 
high security using the multi representation fusion helps in 
increasing the accuracy level as extracting the more 
features from small part of the finger cannot be detected by 
the intruders as they are taken as random Fig 5. 

 
Authentication  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Accept/Reject      

 
Verification                                                                            

 
 

Fig5: Architecture for proposed system by fusion of ridges and texture 
 
 In the above figure user get registered and get 
preprocessed and that image is given as input to the feature 
extraction phase where the texture and ridges [11]of the 
finger get extracted using the sfta and Hough 
transformations and get fused in the feature level. And on 
this fused image random triangle is done and the few fused 
points in that triangle get noted for example they are 8 
points it represents the hash value and binary value get 
generated as 1111111100000000 and make certain triangle 
for the same finger and range is calculated. As at the 
verification phase when the user get done through the same 
process and the average of the match score is with in the 
range the user is an authenticated or else the user was an 
unauthenticated and get rejected. 
 

5.CONCLUSION 
Security is only concept where different techniques and 
different methods are evolving to enhance them in various 
levels. Apart from that not only security accuracy also 
consider as a primary factor in present society. So in this 
aspect achieving these two concepts by our multi 
representation technique where different features get fused 
which results in reduce of cost and the random triangle 
hashing helps in achieving the accuracy. And also helps to 
reduce the false acceptance and false rejection error rate 
and this also helps to reduce the fraud done by the intruders 
and this paper provides the conceptual approach which is 
used to enhance the security and accuracy levels by using 
simple techniques and methods.  
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